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Steel industry service requires all Lufkin products provide 
exceptional performance even in the most extreme conditions. 

At Lufkin, all gear drives to be used in steel and 
aluminum industry applications are specifically 
designed and produced to withstand the intense 
heat, moisture and heavy shock loads present in 
the typical mill environment. Superior product 
technology combined with exceptional problem
solving capabilities allows Lufkin to produce 
customized gear drives which meet the tough 
needs of mill service. 

By using state-of-the-art 3-D product design 
technology, Lufkin is able to eliminate potential 
problems prior to production. All design functions 
are totally integrated with the production phase; 
therefore, what is designed is exactly what is 
produced. 

A certified ISO 9001 company, Lufkin Industries 
has been supplying quality gear drives customized 
to meet the requirements of its industrial customers 
throughout the world for over 50 years. The extreme 
operating conditions found in metal processing mills 
require gear drives that are highly durable, resistant 
to constant stress and provide increased power 
capabilities in order to maintain optimum 
performance. 

Lufkin produces gear drives, 
which meet the customized 
requirements of the steel 
and aluminum industries, 
with state-of-the-art 3-D design 
and manufacturing technology. 

The latest technology in gear tooth machining ensures the 
accuracy and smooth operation of each Lufkin gear drive. 
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Lufkin is capable of handling all facets of the entire 
manufacturing process from the initial design to 
fabricating the gear boxes, to carburizing and CBN 
finish grinding the gear teeth. Strict quality controls 
and extensive testing are enforced on all products to 
assure product integrity and longevity. 

Lufkin Industries takes pride in the quality, performance and 
long operating life of each gear unit that is produced. 

Product design technology, manufacturing expertise 
and a full range of testing capabilities enable Lufkin 
to provide gear units that are more accurate, 
smoother running and longer lasting even in the 
most demanding circumstances. Committed to 
excellence, all Lufkin products are backed with 
exceptional service support anywhere at any time. 

The drive units shown above illustrate Lufkin's ability to custom design and produce reducers to meet specific mill builder requirements. 

Mill drives produced by Lufkin have the reliability and features to meet a wide variety of applications such as: 

Bar Mills Combination Drives Pinion Stand Drives Slabbing Mills 

Billet Mills Edging and Finishing Mills Plate Mills Structural Mills 

Blooming Mills Hot Strip Mills Reversing Mills Uncoilers 

Bridle Rolls Leveler Drives Rewinders Wide Flange Beam Mills 

Cold Mills Pinch Rolls Rolling Mills Z Mills 
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Lufkin Industries' worldwide sales and service offices create a network of experienced professionals 
committed to providing technical support anywhere at any time. 

Lufkin Industries, Inc. 

Corporate Headquarters 
QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

CERTIFIED BY DNV = ISO 9001:2000 = 

European Headquarters 

QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
CERTIFIED BY BVQ.i 

ISO 9001 :2000 

International Offices 

I LUFKINI 
Printed in U.S.A. 0505 

407 Ki In Street 
P.O. Box 849 
Lufkin, Texas, U.S.A. 75902-0849 
Tel: 936-637-5612 
Fax: 936-633-3916 
e-mail: powertrans@lufkin.com 
www.lufkin.com 

Lufkin France, S.A. 
Fougerolles, France 
Tel: +33 (0)3.84.49.64.00 
Fax: +33 (0)3.84.49.64.44 

Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. 
Tel: 949-249-7850 
Fax: 949-249-7880 

Houston, Texas, U.S.A. 
Tel: 281-875-6500 
Fax: 281-875-4172 

Entzheim, France 
Tel: +33 (0)3.90.29. 76.20 
Fax: +33 (0)3.90.29. 76.29 
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